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Abstract
Interpretation of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) training as an optimal control
problem with nonlinear dynamical systems has received considerable attention
recently, yet the algorithmic development remains relatively limited. In this work,
we make an attempt along this line by reformulating the training procedure from
the trajectory optimization perspective. We first show that most widely-used algo-
rithms for training DNNs can be linked to the Differential Dynamic Programming
(DDP), a celebrated second-order trajectory optimization algorithm rooted in the
Approximate Dynamic Programming. In this vein, we propose a new variant of
DDP that accepts batch optimization for training feedforward networks, while
integrating naturally with the curvature approximation in existing methods. The re-
sulting algorithm features layer-wise feedback policies which improve convergence
and reduce sensitivity to hyper-parameter over existing methods. We show that the
algorithm is competitive against state-of-the-art first and second order methods,
and have surprising benefit in preventing gradient vanishing. Our work opens
up new avenues for principled algorithmic design built upon the optimal control
theory.
1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the following optimal control problem (OCP) in the discrete-time setting:
min
u¯
J(u¯;x0) :=
[
φ(xT ) +
T−1∑
t=0
`t(xt,ut)
]
s.t. xt+1 = ft(xt,ut) , (OCP)
where xt ∈ Rn and ut ∈ Rm represent the state and control at each time step t. ft(·, ·), `t(·, ·) and
φ(·) respectively denote the nonlinear dynamics, intermediate cost and terminal cost functions. OCP
aims to find a control trajectory, u¯ , {ut}T−1t=0 , such that the accumulated cost J over the finite
horizon t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , T} is minimized. Problems with the form of OCP appear in multidisciplinary
areas since it describes a generic multi-stage decision making problem, and have gained commensurate
interest recently in deep learning.
Central to the research along this line is the interpretation of DNNs as discrete-time nonlinear
dynamical systems, in which each layer is viewed as a distinct time step [1]. The dynamical system
perspective provides sound explanation for the success of certain DNN architectures [2]. It also
enables principled architecture design by bringing rich analysis from numerical differential equations
[3, 4] and discrete mechanism [5, 6] when learning problems inherit physical structures. In the
continuum limit of depth, Chen et al. [7] parametrized an ordinary differential equation (ODE)
directly using DNNs, later with Liu et al. [8] extending the framework to accept stochastic dynamics.
From the optimization viewpoint, when the network weight is recast as the control variable, OCP
describes without loss of generality the training objective composed of layer-wise loss (e.g. weight
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Table 1: Terminology mapping
Deep Learning Optimal Control
J Total Loss Trajectory Cost
xt Activation Vector State Vector
ut Weight Parameter Control Vector
f Layer Propagation Dynamical System
φ End-goal Loss Terminal Cost
` Weight Decay Intermediate Cost
Figure 1: (Right) Computational graphs in the backward pass (upper) and weight update (lower).
DDP differs from Back-propagation in that (1) the value derivatives Vx, Vxx, as opposed to the loss
gradient ∇xJ , are computed backward, and (2) the weight parameter is updated using layer-wise
feedback policies, denoted kt and Kt, with additional forward propagation.
decay) and terminal loss (e.g. cross-entropy). This connection has been mathematically explored
in many recent works [9, 10, 11]. Despite they provide theoretical statements for convergence and
generalization, the algorithmic development remains relatively limited. Specifically, previous works
primarily focus on applying first-order optimality conditions, provided by the Pontryagin principle
[12], to architectures restricted to residual blocks or discrete weights [13, 14, 15].
In this work, we take a parallel path from the Approximate Dynamic Programming [16] (ADP), a
technique particularly designed to solve complex Markovian decision processes. For this kind of
problems, ADP has been shown numerically superior to direct optimization such as Newton method
since it takes into account the temporal structure inherit in OCP [17]. The resulting update law features
a locally optimal feedback policy at each stage (see Fig. 1), which is in contrast to the one derived
from the Pontryagin’s principle. In the application of DNNs, we will show through experiments that
these policies help improve training convergence and robustness to hyper-parameters.
Of our particular interest among practical ADP algorithms is the Differential Dynamic Programming
(DDP) [18] . DDP is a second order method that has been used extensively for complex trajectory
optimization in robotics [19, 20]. In this work we further show that existing first and second order
methods for training DNNs can be derived from DDP as special cases (see Table 2). Such an
intriguing connection can be beneficial to both sides. While we can leverage recent advances in
efficient curvature factorization of the loss Hessian [21, 22] to relieve the computational burden in
DDP, on the other hand, computing feedback policies stands as an independent module; thus it can be
integrated into existing first and second order methods.
The concept of feedback mechanism has already shown up in the study of network design, where
the terminology typically refers to connections between modules over training [23, 24] or successive
prediction for vision applications [25, 26]. Conceptually perhaps Shama et al. [27], Huh et al. [28]
are most related to our work, where the authors proposed to reuse the discriminator from a Generative
Adversarial Network as a feedback module during training or test time. We note that, however,
neither the problem formulation nor the mapping space of the feedback module is the same as ours.
Our feedback policy is originated from the optimal control theory in which control update needs to
compensate the state disturbance throughout propagation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we go over optimality conditions to OCP and review the
DDP algorithm. Connection between DNNs training and trajectory optimization is solidified in Sec.
3, with a practical algorithm demonstrated in Sec. 4. We provide empirical results in Sec. 5.
2 Preliminaries
Optimality Conditions to OCP: Development of the optimality conditions to OCP can be dated
back to 1960s, characterized by the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP) and the Dynamic
Programming (DP). We detail the two different approaches below.
Notation: We will always use t as the time step of dynamics and denote a trajectory as x¯ , {xt}T−1t=0 .
Given a time-dependent functional Ft(xt,ut) : X× U 7→ R, we will denote and abbreviate its Jacobian and
Hessian respectively as∇xFt ≡ F tx and∇xxFt ≡ F txx.
2
Theorem 1 (Discrete-time PMP [29]). Let u¯∗ be the optimal control trajectory for OCP and x¯∗ be
the corresponding state trajectory. Then, there exists a co-state trajectory p¯∗ , {p∗t }Tt=1, such that
x∗t+1 = ∇pHt
(
x∗t ,p
∗
t+1,u
∗
t
)
, x∗0 = x0 , (1)
p∗t = ∇xHt
(
x∗t ,p
∗
t+1,u
∗
t
)
, p∗T = ∇xφ (x∗T ) , (2)
u∗t = arg min
v∈Rm
Ht
(
x∗t ,p
∗
t+1,v
)
. (3)
where Ht : Rn × Rn × Rm 7→ R is the discrete-time Hamiltonian given by Ht (xt,pt+1,ut) ,
`t(xt,ut) + p
T
t+1ft(xt,ut), and Eq. (2) is called adjoint equation.
The discrete-time PMP theorem can be derived using KKT conditions, in which the co-state pt is
equivalent to the Lagrange multiplier. As we will see in section 3.1, the adjoint dynamics Eq. (2) has
a direct link to the Back-propagation. Note that the solution to Eq. (3) admits an open-loop process in
the sense that it does not depend on state variables. This is in contrast to the Dynamic Programming
(DP) principle, in which a feedback policy is considered.
Theorem 2 (DP [30]). Define a value function Vt : Rn 7→ R at each time step that is computed
backward in time using the Bellman equation
Vt(xt) = min
ut∈Γxt
`t(xt,ut) + Vt+1(ft(xt,ut))︸ ︷︷ ︸
,Qt(xt,ut)
, VT (xT ) = φ(xT ) ,
(4)
where Γxt : Rn 7→ Rm denotes a set of mapping from state to control space. Then, we have
V0(x0) = J
∗(x0) be the optimal objective value to OCP. Furthermore, if u∗t = µ
∗
t (xt) minimizes
the RHS of Eq. (4), then the policy pi∗ = {µ∗0, · · · , µ∗T−1} is optimal.
Hereafter we refer Qt(xt,ut) to the Bellman objective. The principle of DP recasts the problem
of minimizing over a control sequence to a sequence of minimization over each control. The value
function Vt summarizes the optimal cost-to-go at each stage, provided all afterward stages also being
minimized. pi∗ is an optimal policy in a globally convergent closed loop system.
Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP): Trajectory optimization algorithms typically solve the
optimality equations from PMP or DP. Unfortunately, solving Eq. (4) in high-dimensional problems
appears infeasible, well-known as the Bellman curse of dimensionality. To mitigate the computational
burden from the minimization involved at each stage, one can replace the Bellman objective in Eq. (4)
with its second order Taylor expansion. Such an approximation is central to DDP, a second-order
method that inherits a similar Bellman optimality structure while being computationally efficient.
Alg. 1 summarizes the DDP algorithm. Given a nominal trajectory (x¯, u¯), DDP iteratively optimizes
its accumulated cost, where each iteration consists a backward (lines 2-6 in Alg. 1) and forward pass
(lines 7-11 in Alg. 1). During the backward pass, DDP expands the Bellman objective at each stage
up to second-order, i.e. Qt(xt + δxt,ut + δut) ≈ Qt(xt,ut) + δQt(δxt, δut), where
δQt =
1
2

1
δxt
δut

T 
0 Qtx
T
Qtu
T
Qtx Q
t
xx Q
t
xu
Qtu Q
t
ux Q
t
uu


1
δxt
δut
 ,
Qtx =
Qtu =
Qtxx=
Qtuu=
Qtux=
`tx + f
t
x
T
V t+1x
`tu + f
t
u
T
V t+1x
`txx + f
t
x
T
V t+1xx f
t
x + V
t+1
x · f txx
`tuu + f
t
u
T
V t+1xx f
t
u + V
t+1
x · f tuu
`tux + f
t
u
T
V t+1xx f
t
x + V
t+1
x · f tux
(5)
The derivatives of Qt follow standard chain rule and the dot notation represents the product of a
vector with a 3D tensor. The optimal policy in this case admits a linear form given by
δu∗t (δxt) = kt + Ktδxt = −(Qtuu)−1(Qtu +Qtuxδxt) , (6)
where δxt is the state differential. kt and Kt respectively denote the open and feedback gains.
Note that this policy is only optimal locally around the nominal trajectory where the second order
approximation remains valid. Substitute δu∗t in Eq. (6) back to (5) will give us the backward update
of the derivatives of value function:
V tx = Q
t
x −Qt Tux (Qtuu)−1Qtu , and V txx = Qtxx −Qt Tux (Qtuu)−1Qtux . (7)
In the forward pass, DDP applies the feedback policy sequentially from the initial time step while
keeping track of the state differential between the new simulated trajectory and the nominal trajectory.
3
Algorithm 1 Differential Dynamic Programming
1: Input: u¯ , {ut}T−1t=0 , x¯ , {xt}Tt=0
2: Set V Tx = ∇xφ and V Txx = ∇xxφ
3: for t = T − 1 to 0 do
4: Compute Qtx, Qtu,Qtxx,Qtux,Qtuu with
Eq. (5)
5: Compute kt, Kt, V tx , V txx with Eq. (6)-(7)
6: end for
7: Set x∗0 = x0
8: for t = 0 to T − 1 do
9: u∗t = ut + kt +Ktδxt, (δxt = x∗t −xt)
10: x∗t+1 = ft(x∗t ,u∗t )
11: end for
12: u¯← u¯∗
Algorithm 2 Back-propagation with Gradient Descent
1: Input: u¯ , {ut}T−1t=0 , x¯ , {xt}Tt=0, learning rate η
2: Set pT = ∇xφ
3: for t = T − 1 to 0 do
4: δut = ∇utHt = ∇ut{σt(gt(xt,ut))}Tpt+1
5: pt = ∇xtHt = ∇xt{σt(gt(xt,ut))}Tpt+1
6: end for
7: for t = 0 to T − 1 do
8: u∗t = ut − ηδut
9: end for
10: u¯← u¯∗
3 Training DNNs as Trajectory Optimization
3.1 Optimal Control Formulation
Recall that DNNs can be interpreted as dynamical systems in which each layer is viewed as a distinct
time step. Consider for instance the mapping in feedforward networks,
xt+1 = σt(ht) , ht = gt(xt,ut) ≡Wtxt + bt . (8)
xt ∈ Rnt and xt+1 ∈ Rnt+1 represent the activation vector at layer t and t + 1, with ht ∈ Rnt+1
being the pre-activation vector. σt and gt respectively denote the nonlinear activation function and
the affine transform parametrized by the weight ut , [vec(Wt), bt]T. Eq. (8) can be seen as a
dynamical system propagating the activation vector xt using ut.
It is natural to ask whether the necessary condition in the PMP theorem relates to first-order optimiza-
tion methods in DNN training. This is indeed the case as pointed out in Li et al. [15]:
Lemma 3 ([15]). Back-propagation satisfies Eq. (2) and gradient descent iteratively solves Eq. (3).
Lemma 3 follows by first expanding the derivative of Hamiltonian wrt xt,
∇xtHt(xt,pt+1,ut) = ∇xt`t(xt,ut) +∇xtft(xt,ut)Tpt+1 = ∇xtJ(u¯;x0) . (9)
Thus, Eq. (2) is simply the chain rule used in the Back-propagation. When Ht is differentiable wrt
ut, one can attempt to solve Eq. (3) by iteratively taking the gradient descent. This will lead to
u
(k+1)
t = u
(k)
t − η∇utHt(xt,pt+1,ut) = u(k)t − η∇utJ(u¯;x0) , (10)
where k and η denote the update iteration and step size. Thus, existing optimization methods can be
interpreted as iterative processes to match the PMP optimality conditions.
We now extend Lemma 3 to accept the batch setting. The following proposition will become useful
as we proceed to the algorithmic design in the next section.
Proposition 4. (Informal; see Appendix A for full version) Consider the batch samples {x(i)t }Bi=1
with the batch size B. Define Xt , [· · · ,x(i)t , · · · ]T as the batch-augmented state with J(u¯;X0) ,
1
B
∑
B J(u¯;x
(i)
0 ) as the new objective. Then, iteratively solving the “augmented” PMP equations is
equivalent to applying mini-batch gradient descent with Back-propagation. Specifically, the derivative
of the batch-augmented Hamiltonian Ht takes the exact form with the mini-batch gradient update:
∇utHt(Xt,Pt+1,ut) = 1B
∑
i∇utJ(u¯;x(i)0 ) , where Pt+1 = 1B [· · · ,p(i)t+1, · · · ]T . (11)
Proposition 4 suggests that in the batch setting, we aim to find an ultimate open-loop control that
can drive every data point in the sampled batch to its designed target. Despite seemly trivial, this
is a distinct formulation to OCP since the optimal policy typically varies at different initial state.
Also notice that Xt ∈ RBnt implies the dimension of Xt (and Pt) may change with time. This is a
necessary extension to PMP since the dimension of the activation typically changes throughout layers
to extract effective latent representation, yet it poses difficulties when one wish to adopt analysis from
the continuous-time framework. Despite the recent attention on treating networks as an discretization
of ODE [3, 9], we note that such formulation restricts the applicability of the optimal control theory
to networks with residual architectures, as opposed to the generic dynamics we proposed here.
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Table 2: Connection between
existing algorithms and DDP
1st-order Adaptive Stage-wise1st-order Newton
Q−1uu ηI η diag(g) J
−1
uu
Qux 0 0 0
Figure 2: (Right) A toy illustration on the difference between the open and closed loop policy, denoted
with green and red arrows. The feedback policy in this case is a line lying at the valley of objective L.
3.2 Trajectory Optimization Perspective
We now draw a new connection between the training procedure of DNNs and trajectory optimization.
Let us first revisit the Back-propagation with gradient descent and adapt it with the notation appeared
so far (see Alg. 2). During the forward propagation, we treat the weight as the nominal control u¯
that simulates the activation trajectory x¯. Then, the loss gradient is propagated backward, implicitly
moving in the direction suggested by the Hamiltonian. The control update, in this case the first-order
derivative, is computed simultaneously and later applied to the each layer.
It should be clear at this point that Alg. 2 resembles DDP in several ways. Starting from the same
nominal trajectory, both algorithms carry certain information wrt the objective, either pt or (V tx, V
t
xx),
backward to compute the weight/control update. Since DDP also generates state-dependent feedback
policies, additional forward simulation is required in order to apply the update. The computation
graph for the two processes is summarized in Fig. 1. In the following proposition we make this
connection formally and provide conditions when the two algorithms become equivalent.
Proposition 5. Assume Qtux = 0 at all stages, then the backward dynamics of the value derivative
can be described by the adjoint dynamics, i.e. ∀t, V tx = pt. Further, we have
Qtu = H
t
u = ∇utJ , and Qtuu = ∇ututJ . (12)
In this case, the DDP algorithm is equivalent to the stage-wise Newton1, i.e.
δu∗t (δxt) = −(Qtuu)−1(Qtu +Qtuxδxt) = −(∇ututJ)−1∇utJ . (13)
If further we have Qtuu =
1
η Imt , then DDP degenerates to Back-propagation with gradient descent.
Proof. See Appendix C.1.
Proposition 5 states that the backward pass in DDP collapses to the Back-propagation when Qux
vanishes. To better explain the role of Qux during optimization, consider an illustrated 2D example
in Fig. 2. Given a differentiable objective L expanded at (x, u), standard second-order methods
compute its Hessian wrt u then apply the update δu = −L−1uuLu (shown as green arrow). DDP differs
from them in that it also computes the mixed partial derivatives, i.e. Lux. The resulting update law
has the same intercept but with an additional feedback term linear in δx (shown as red arrow).
As for the role of feedback policies, first notice that the state differential has a compact expression
written as δxt = f¯t−1(x0, u¯+ δu¯∗)− f¯t−1(x0, u¯)2. In the Appendix C.2 we further show that
Ktδxt ≈ arg min
δut∈Γ′(δxt)
‖∇utJ(xt + δxt,ut + δut)−∇utJ(xt,ut)‖ , (14)
where Γ′ denote the set of all possible affine mappings. In other words, δxt captures the state
perturbation when new control is applied until layer t, and the feedback direction approximately
minimizes the deviation of the gradients between perturbed and unperturbed states, i.e. x∗t , xt+δxt
and xt. We note that the difference between∇utJ(x∗t ,ut) and∇utJ(xt,ut) cannot be neglected
especially during early training when the objective landscape contains nontrivial curvature everywhere
[31]. DDP feedback policies thus have a stabilization effect on robustifying the training dynamics.
1 Stage-wise Newton preconditions the gradient by the block-wise inverse Hessian at each layer.
2 We denote f¯t−1 , ft−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f0 as the compositional dynamics propagating x0 until time step t.
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4 DDP Neural Optimizer for Feedforward Networks
In this section we discuss a practical implementation of DDP on training feedforward networks. Due
to space constraint, we leave the complete derivation and full algorithm in the Appendix B.
Feedforward Network Dynamics: First, consider optimizing a single data point with DDP. This
can be done by substituting the dynamics to the propagation rule of feedforward networks, i.e. by
setting ft ≡ σt ◦ gt in Eq. (5). This will result in, take Qtu and Qtuu for instance, the following forms:
Qtu = `
t
u + g
t T
u V
t
h , Q
t
uu = `
t
uu + g
t T
u (V
t
hh + V
t+1
x · σthh)gtu + V th · gtuu , (15)
where V th , σt Th V t+1x and V thh , σt Th V t+1xx σth denote the derivatives of the value function wrt
pre-activation ht. Computing the feedback policy and value function remain the same as in Eq. (6, 7).
Batch DDP Training: Next, we augment the activation space to Xt ∈ RBnt (recall B is the batch
size) in the spirit of Proposition 4. We stress that despite drawing inspiration from the augmented
Hamiltonian, the resulting batch DDP representation does not admit a clean form such as averaging
over individual updates in Eq. (11). For instance, the derivative of batch-augmented value function at
the prediction layer, denoted Vt′(Xt′) where t′ ≡ T−1, admits a form of Vt′X = 1B [· · · , V˜ t
′
x(i)
, · · · ]T,
where V˜ t
′
x(i)
differs from V t
′
x(i)
and, in fact, takes a much complicated form:
V˜ t
′
x(i) = Q
t′
x(i) −Qt
′
x(i)u(Q
t′
uu)
−1Qt
′
u ,
where Qt
′
u =
1
B
∑
i∇uQt′(x(i)t′ ,ut′) , Qt
′
uu =
1
B
∑
i∇uuQt′(x(i)t′ ,ut′) .
(16)
The intuition is that when optimizing batch trajectories with the same control law, the Bellman
objective of each sample couples with others through the derivatives expansion related to u. Conse-
quently, the value functions will no longer be independent soon after leaving the terminal horizon.
We highlight this trait which distinguishes batch DDP from its original representation.
Curvature Approximation: Efficient curvature estimation of the loss landscape is particularly
crucial in enabling the applicability of the second-order methods, since inverting the Hessian, even
in a layer-wise fashion, can be computationally intractable, and DDP has no exception. Popular
curvature factorization methods, such as KFAC [21] and its improved version EKFAC [22], rely
on the fact that for feedforward layers, we have Jut = g
t T
u Jht = xt ⊗ Jht , where ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product. Thus, the Gauss-Newton (GN) approximation3 of Jutut can be computed as
Jutut ≈ E[JutJTut ] = E[(xt ⊗ Jht)(xt ⊗ Jht)T] ≈ E[(xtxTt )]⊗ E[(JhtJTht)] . (17)
The factorization in Eq. (17) is also applicable to DDP, as one can rewrite Eq. (15) with gt Tu V
t
h =
xt ⊗ V th. Following similar derivation, we will arrive at the Kronecker approximation of batch DDP:
Qtuu ≈ E[QtuQtuT] = E[(xt ⊗ V th)(xt ⊗ V th)T] ≈ E[xtxTt ]⊗ E[V thV thT] . (18)
Integrating DDP with existing optimizers is not restricted to second-order methods. Recall the
connection we made in Sec. 3.2 and Table 2. When Q−1uu is isotropic, DDP inherits the same structure
as gradient descent. In a similar vein, adaptive first order methods, such as RMSprop and Adam,
approximate Q−1uu by diag(g), where g adapting to the diagonal of the inverse covariance. Hereafter
we will refer these integrations to DDP-SGD, DDP-RMSprop, and DDP-Adam. Second-order
factorization using Eq. (18) will be refereed to DDP-EKFAC. As a direct corollary from Proposition
5, we note that these algorithms will degenerate to the original baselines whenever all Qtux vanish.
Regularization: We apply Tikhonov regularization on Quu and line search since both play key roles
in the convergence of DDP [33]. These regularization have shown up already in training DNNs
[34]. From the perspective of trajectory optimization, we note that without regularization, Quu
will lose its positive definiteness whenever gt Tu V
t+1
xx g
t
u has a low rank. This is indeed the case
in feedforward networks. Similarly, when the dimension of the activation reduces during forward
propagation, V txx will also be low rank. Thus we also apply regularization to V
t
xx. Lastly, when using
DDP for trajectory optimization, one typically has the option of expanding the dynamics up to first or
second order. While both are still considered second-order methods and generate layer-wise feedback
policies, the former performs GN approximation by omitting the tensor product of f txx, f
t
ux, and f
t
uu
in Eq. (5). The stability obtained by keeping only the linearized dynamics is discussed thoroughly in
robotics literature [35, 36]. Thus, hereafter we will refer the DDP optimizer to this version.
3 If the network is viewed as exponential distribution, GN will be exactly the layer-wise Fisher matrix [32].
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Table 3: Performance comparison on train loss and validation accuracy.
(+) and (-) respectively denote improvement and degradation over non-DDP algorithms.
DataSet SGD RMSProp Adam KFAC EKFAC
DDP
SGD
DDP
RMSProp
DDP
Adam
DDP
EKFAC
DDP
Tr
ai
ni
ng
WINE 0.565 0.552 0.557 0.560 0.561 0.566 (-) 0.552 (+) 0.557 (+) 0.561 (+) 0.565
DIGITS 0.035 0.058 0.049 0.437 0.074 0.032 (+) 0.052 (+) 0.038 (+) 0.067 (+) 0.217
MNIST 0.237 0.260 0.229 0.305 0.236 0.236 (+) 0.253 (+) 0.201 (+) 0.238 (-)
N/A
FMNIST 0.471 0.433 0.416 0.470 0.433 0.475 (-) 0.430 (+) 0.393 (+) 0.429 (+)
V
al
id
at
e
(%
) WINE 94.35 98.10 98.13 97.78 94.60 94.29 (-) 98.10 (+) 98.18 (+) 94.60 (+) 98.00
DIGITS 95.36 94.33 94.98 85.55 95.24 95.52 (+) 94.63 (+) 95.13 (+) 95.19 (-) 91.68
MNIST 92.65 91.89 92.54 91.95 92.73 92.63 (-) 91.97 (+) 93.30 (+) 92.61 (-)
N/A
FMNIST 82.49 83.87 84.36 84.30 84.12 82.40 (-) 83.90 (+) 84.98 (+) 84.22 (+)
5 Experiments
Here we verify the performance of DDP optimizer on training (fully-connected) feedforward networks.
The complete experiment setup and additional results are provided in the Appendix D. All values in
tables and figures of this section are averaged over 10 seeds.
5.1 Performance on Synthetic and Classification Data Set
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Figure 3: Spectrum distribu-
tion on synthetic dataset.
We first validate the DDP optimizer in batch trajectories optimization
on a synthetic dataset, where we sample data from k ∈ {5, 8, 12, 15}
Gaussian clusters in R30. Since conceptually a DNN classifier can
be thought of as a dynamical system guiding trajectories of samples
toward the target regions belong to their classes, we hypothesize that
for the DDP optimizer to show its effectiveness on batch training,
the feedback policy must act as an ensemble policy that combines
the locally optimal policy of each class. Fig. 3 shows the spectrum
distribution, sorted in a descending order, of the feedback policy
in the prediction layer. The result shows that the number of non-
trivial eigenvalues matches exactly the number of classes in each
setup (indicated by the vertical dashed line). As the distribution in
the prediction layer concentrates to k bulks through training, the
eigenvalues also increase, providing stronger feedback to the weight
update. Thus, we consolidate our batch formulation in Sec. 4.
Next, we validate the performance of the DDP optimizer, along with
several Hessian approximations proposed in the previous section, on
classification tasks. In addition to the first-order baselines such as
SGD, RMSprop [37], and Adam [38], we include state-of-the-art
second order optimizers such as KFAC [21] and EKFAC [22]. We
stress that all shared hyper-parameters (e.g. learning rate and weight
decay) between optimizers and their DDP variants are kept the same, so that the performance gap
only comes from DDP integration.
Table 3 summarizes the performance. On all data set, DDP-inspired algorithms achieve better results
on both training and accuracy. Interestingly, notice first that when comparing the baseline methods
with their DDP-integrated variants, the latter typically improve the convergence, especially for
adaptive first-order methods. For instance, while Adam achieves comparable results among baselines
on most dataset, DDP-Adam consistently outperforms Adam on all dataset. On the other hands,
applying nontrivial curvature approximation to vanilla DDP, either using adaptive diagonal matrices
or amortized Kronecker factorization in EKFAC, improves the training stability of DDP and its
memory efficiency. In fact, we are not able to obtain result for vanilla DDP on (F)-MNIST due to the
exploding computation when inverting Qtuu. These shed light on the benefit gained by bridging two
seemly disconnected methodologies between training deep nets and optimal control.
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Figure 4: (a) Analysis of performance difference between DDP and baselines on DIGITS across
hyper-parameter grid, with blue (resp. red) indicating improvement (resp. degradation) over baselines.
The color bars are scaled for best view. (b) Two examples of the actual training and accuracy curves.
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Figure 5: Training a 9-layer sigmoid-
activated network on DIGITS, using
MMC loss [39].
To identify scenarios where the feedback mechanism best
show its effectiveness, we compare the performance differ-
ence between baselines and their DDP-integrated variants
over different learning rate and Vxx regularization. Similar
to Sec. 5.1, we keep all the other hyper-parameters the same.
The result is shown in Fig. 4a, where each grid corresponds
to a distinct configuration. Blue (resp. red) indicates im-
provement (resp. degradation) when the feedback policies
are presented. While the improvement of baselines with
the DDP integration remains consistent across most hyper-
parameters setups, the performance gap tends to become
obvious as the learning rate increases. This suggests DDP
has an effect of robustifying the unstable training dynamics
when a further step size, i.e. a larger control value, is taken.
As shown in Fig. 4b, such a stabilization can also lead to
smaller variance and faster (sometimes better) convergence.
Lastly, we present an interesting finding on how the feedback
policies help mitigate vanishing gradient (VG), a notorious
effect when DNNs become impossible to train as the gradient
vanishes along the Back-propagation. Fig. 5 reports results on training a 9-layers sigmoid-activated
DNN on DIGITS. While the second-order baseline, i.e. EKFAC, suffers to make any progress as Jut ,
together with its Kronecker factorization, vanish along Back-propagation, DDP-EKFAC continues
to provide training signal as the state-dependent feedback, i.e. Ktδxt, remains active. The effect
becomes significant when dynamics is fully expanded to second order. As shown in Fig. 5, the update
norm from DDP-EKFAC is typically 5-10 times larger than EKFAC. We note that in this experiment,
we replace the cross-entropy (CE) loss with Max-Mahalanobis center (MMC) loss, a new classification
objective that improves robustness on standard vision dataset [39]. MMC casts classification to
distributional regression, providing denser Hessian and making problem similar to original trajectory
optimization. None of the algorithms escape from VG using CE loss. We highlight that while VG
is typically mitigated on the architecture basis, by having either unbounded activation function or
residual blocks, the DDP framework provides an alternative from the algorithmic perspective.
Conclusion: In this work, we introduce Differential Dynamic Programming neural optimizer, a
new class of algorithms arising from bridging DNNs training to the optimal control and trajectory
optimization. This new perspective suggests existing methods stand as special cases of DDP and can
be extended to adapt the framework. The resulting optimizer features layer-wise feedback policies
which help improve training convergence and robustness to hyper-parameters. We wish this work
provides new algorithmic insight and bridges between deep learning and optimal control.
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Broader Impact
We believe the Broader Impact on ethical or societal aspects is not directly applicable to this work, as
we focus primarily on exploring the theoretic connection between deep learning and optimal control
theory, the two previously disjointed methodologies that have attracted considerable attention recently
in fundamental understanding of deep neural networks. Our work strengthens the relation, and from
such proposes a new class of algorithm for a general optimization purpose.
At a high level, (optimal) control theory is a relatively mature research area, whose applications appear
from automating manufacture to trajectory optimization of the humanoid robotics. Since reliability
typically stands as key matrices for industrial applications, control-theoretic viewpoint provides rich
analysis on the robustness and stability of the system, As the machine learning community gathers
interests in improving the robustness of deep models from security and reproducibility standpoints,
we hope this work makes an attempt along this line by bringing control-theoretic analysis to the
community.
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Supplementary Material
A Derivation of Batch PMP
A.1 Problem Formulation and Notation
Recall the original OCP for single trajectory optimization. In its batch setting, we consider the
following state-augmented optimal control problem:
min
u¯
J(u¯;X0) :=
[
Φ(XT ) +
T−1∑
t=0
Lt(Xt,ut)
]
, s.t. Xt+1 = Ft(Xt,ut) , (19)
where Xt , [· · ·x(i)Tt · · · ]T ∈ RBnt denotes the state-augmented vector over each x(i)t ∈ Rnt .
B denotes the batch size. Lt(Xt,ut) and Φ(XT ) respectively represent the average intermediate
and terminal cost over `t(x
(i)
t ,ut) and φ(x
(i)
T ). Ft consists of B independent mappings from each
dynamics ft(x
(i)
t , ·). Consequently, its derivatives can be related to the ones for each sample by
∇utFt(Xt,ut) ≡ Ftu ∈ RBnt′×mt , where [Ftu](B(i)n
t′ ,:)
= f tu|(i)
∇XtFt(Xt,ut) ≡ FtX ∈ RBnt′×Bnt , where [FtX ](B(i)n
t′ ,B
(j)
nt )
= δijf
t
x|(i) ,
∇utXtFt(Xt,ut) ≡ FtuX ∈ RBnt′×mt×Bnt , where [FtuX ](B(i)n
t′ ,:,B
(j)
nt )
= δijf
t
ux|(i) , (20)
∇XtXtFt(Xt,ut) ≡ FtXX ∈ RBnt′×Bnt×Bnt , where [FtXX ](B(i)n
t′ ,B
(j)
nt ,B
(k)
nt )
= δijkf
t
xx|(i) ,
∇ututFt(Xt,ut) ≡ Ftuu ∈ RBnt′×mt×mt , where [Ftuu](B(i)n
t′ ,:,:)
= f tuu|(i) .
δij and δijk represent the Kronecker delta. For simplicity, we denote t′ , t+1 andB(i)d , ((i−1)d :
id) as the indices for i-th block, each with the dimension d. f tux|(i) , ∇utxtft(x(i)t ,ut) represents
the derivative of the dynamics of the sample i. Notice again that t appears in the subscript of the
gradient since we allow the dimension of Xt to change at each layer.
A.2 Formal Statement for Proposition 4
Proposition 6. Let u¯∗ be the optimal control trajectory for the augmented problem described in
Eq. (19) and X¯∗ be the corresponding augmented state trajectory. Then, there exists a co-state
trajectory P¯ ∗ , {P ∗t }Tt=1, such that the following ‘augmented’ PMP equations are satisfied:
X∗t+1 = ∇Pt+1Ht
(
X∗t ,P
∗
t+1,u
∗
t
)
, X∗0 = X0 , (21a)
P ∗t = ∇XtHt
(
X∗t ,P
∗
t+1,u
∗
t
)
, P ∗T = ∇XT Φ (X∗T ) , (21b)
u∗t = arg min
v
Ht
(
X∗t ,P
∗
t+1,v
)
, ∀v ∈ Rmt , (21c)
where the augmented Hamiltonian Ht : RBnt × RBnt+1 × Rmt 7→ R at each time step is given by
Ht (Xt,Pt+1,ut) = P
T
t+1Ft(Xt,ut) + Lt(Xt,ut) . (22)
Furthermore,solving Eq. (21c) iteratively by u(k+1)t = u
(k)
t −η∇utHt(Xt,Pt+1,u(k)t ) is equivalent
to applying mini-batch gradient descent with Back-propagation.
Proof. It is obvious to see that Eq. (21a) forward propagates each x(i)t . To bridge Eq. (21b) to the
mini-batch Back-propagation, we first notice that the augmented co-state at the terminal time admits
a simple form:
PT = ∇XT Φ (XT ) =
1
B
∇xT φ(x
(1)
T )
...
∇xT φ(x(B)T )
 = 1
B
p
(1)
T
...
p
(B)
T
 . (23)
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In other words, PT is a collection over each co-state p
(i)
T and normalizes by the batch size. We can
show by induction that such a structure is preserved throughout the adjoint dynamics in Eq. (21b):
Pt = ∇XtHt(Xt,Pt+1,ut)
= LtX + F
t
X
T
Pt+1
=
1
B

∇xt`t(x(1)t ,ut) +∇xtft(x(1)t ,ut)
T
p
(1)
t+1
...
∇xt`t(x(B)t ,ut) +∇xtft(x(B)t ,ut)
T
p
(B)
t+1
 = 1B
p
(1)
t
...
p
(B)
t
 . (24)
Finally, the update direction is given by
∇utHt(Xt,Pt+1,ut) = Ltu + FtuTPt+1
= 1B
∑
i∇ut`t(x(i)t ,ut) + 1B
∑
i[F
t
u]
T
(B
(i)
nt+1
,:)
p
(i)
t+1
= 1B
∑
i∇ut`t(x(i)t ,ut) +∇utft(x(i)t ,ut)Tp(i)t+1
= 1B
∑
i∇utH(x(i)t ,ut,p(i)t+1) = 1B
∑
i∇utJ(ut;x(i)0 ) ,
(25)
which is the exact mini-batch gradient update.
Remarks: It should be stressed that the relation between Pt and pt by simply taking the average is
only true when first-order derivatives are involved. In Appendix B.2, we will show that the backward
pass for the augmented value function does not admit this property and therefore can be much
complex.
B Derivation of Batch DDP for Feedforward Networks
In this part we provide the complete derivation in Sec. 4 for optimizing feedforward networks with
batch DDP optimizer.
B.1 Feedforward Networks as Dynamical Systems
We first consider the original DDP formulation when feedforward networks are used as dynamics.
Here we provide derivations for the new δQt expansion and how it can be computed efficiently.
Derivation of Eq. (15).
Qu = `u + f
T
uV
′
x′ = `u + g
T
uσ
T
hV
′
x′ ,
Quu = `uu +
∂
∂u
{gTuσThV ′x′}
= `uu + g
T
uσ
T
h
∂
∂u
{V ′x′}+ gTu(
∂
∂u
{σh})TV ′x′ + (
∂
∂u
{gu})TσThV ′x′
= `uu + g
T
uσ
T
hV
′
x′x′σhgu + g
T
u(V
′T
x′ σhhgu) + g
T
uuσ
T
hV
′
x′
= `uu + g
T
u(Vhh + V
′
x′ · σhh)gu + Vh · guu
The last equation follows by recalling Vh , σThV ′x′ and Vhh , σThV ′x′x′σh. Note that we drop the
superscript t for notational simplicity and denote V ′x′ , ∇xVt+1(xt+1) as the derivative of the value
function at the next state. Follow similar derivation, we have
Qx = `x + g
T
xVh
Qxx = `xx + g
T
x(Vhh + V
′
x′ · σhh)gx + Vh · gxx
Qux = `ux + g
T
u(Vhh + V
′
x′ · σhh)gx + Vh · gux
(26)
Remarks: The computational overhead in Eq. (15, 26) can be mitigated by leveraging the structure
of feedforward networks. Since the affine transform is bilinear in xt and ut, the terms gtxx and g
t
uu
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vanish. The tensor gtux admits a sparse structure. For fully-connected layers, computation can be
simplified to
[gtux](i,j,k) = 1 iff j = (k − 1)nt+1 + i ,
[V th · gtux]((k−1)nt+1:knt+1,k) = V th .
(27)
For the coordinate-wise nonlinear transform, σth and σ
t
hh are diagonal matrix and tensor. In most
learning instances, stage-wise losses typically involved with weight decay alone; thus the terms
`tx, `
t
xx, `
t
ux also vanish.
B.2 Batch DDP Formulation
Next, we extend the formulation in Appendix B.1 to the batch setting by adopting the same no-
tation in Appendix A.1. Given the augmented Bellman objective Q(Xt,ut) , Lt(Xt,ut) +
Vt+1(Ft(Xt,ut)), we modify Eq. (15) by substituting Ft ≡ σt ◦Gt,
QtX = L
t
X + F
tT
XV
′
X′ = L
t
X + G
tT
XV
t
H (28a)
Qtu = L
t
u + F
tT
u V
′
X′ = L
t
u + G
tT
u V
t
H (28b)
QtXX = L
t
XX + F
tT
XV
′
X′X′F
t
X + V
′
X′ · FtXX
= LtXX + G
tT
X (V
t
HH + V
′
X′ · σtHH)GtX + VtH ·GtXX (28c)
Qtuu = L
t
uu + F
tT
u V
′
X′X′F
t
u + V
′
X′ · Ftuu
= Ltuu + G
tT
u (V
t
HH + V
′
X′ · σtHH)Gtu + VtH ·Gtuu (28d)
QtuX = L
t
uX + F
tT
u V
′
X′X′F
t
X + V
′
X′ · FtuX
= LtuX + G
tT
u (V
t
HH + V
′
X′ · σtHH)GtX + VtH ·GtuX , (28e)
where VtH and V
t
HH are given by
VtH , σtTHV′X′ , VtHH , σtTHV′X′X′σtH . (29)
Once we have all the Q derivatives explicitly written, computing layer-wise feedback policies and
backward passing the derivatives of the augmented value follow by the same equations as in the
original DDP, i.e.
δu∗t (δXt) = kt + KtδXt = −(Qtuu)−1(Qtu + QtuXδXt) , (30)
VtX = Q
t
X −QtTuX(Qtuu)−1Qtu = QtX + QtTuXkt ,
VtXX = Q
t
XX −QtTuX(Qtuu)−1QtuX = QtXX + QtTuXKt .
(31)
To see whether the backward pass of the augmented value function inherits any implicit structure, let
us rewrite Eq. (28) in a block-wise fashion by recalling Eq. (20).
Qtu =
1
B
∑
i `
t
u|(i) +
∑
i f
t
u|(i)
T
[V′X′ ]B(i)n
t′
[QtX ]B(i)nt
= 1B `
t
x(i)
+ f tx|(i)
T
[V′X′ ]B(i)n
t′
[QtuX ](:,B(i)nt )
= 1B `
t
ux(i)
+
∑
j f
t
u|(j)
T
[V′X′X′ ](B(j)n
t′ ,B
(i)
n
t′ )
f tx|(i) + [V′X′ ]B(i)n
t′
· f tux|(i) (32)
[QtXX ](B(i)nt ,B
(j)
nt )
= 1B δij`
t
x(i)x(j)
+ f tx|(i)
T
[V′X′X′ ](B(i)n
t′ ,B
(j)
n
t′ )
f tx|(j) + δij([V′X′ ]B(i)n
t′
· f txx|(j))
Qtuu =
1
B
∑
i `
t
uu|(i) +
∑
ij f
t
u|(i)
T
[V′X′X′ ](B(i)n
t′ ,B
(j)
n
t′ )
f tu|(j) +
∑
i [V
′
X′ ]B(i)n
t′
· f tuu|(i)
Notice that at t = T , the derivatives of the augmented value function are related to the ones for each
sample by:
[VTX ]B(i)nT
= 1BV
T
x(i)
, and [VTXX ](B(i)nT ,B
(j)
nT
)
= 1B δijV
T
x(i)x(j)
. (33)
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Substitute them into Eq. (32), one can show that the derivatives of the augmented Q at t = T − 1 can
indeed be expressed by the composition of each Q(i)
QT−1u =
1
B
∑
iQ
T−1
u |(i) , [QT−1X ]B(i)nt =
1
BQ
T−1
x(i)
,
[QT−1uX ](:,B(i)nt )
= 1BQ
T−1
ux(i)
, [QT−1XX ](B(i)nt ,B
(j)
nt )
= δij
1
BQ
T−1
x(i)x(j)
, QT−1uu =
1
B
∑
iQ
T−1
uu |(i) .
(34)
However, VT−1X and V
T−1
XX will no longer preserve the structure described in Eq. (33). In fact, we
will have
[VT−1X ]B(i)nT−1
= 1B
(
QT−1
x(i)
− (QT−1
ux(i)
)
T
(QT−1uu )
−1QT−1u
)
, and (35)
[VT−1XX ](B(i)nT−1 ,B
(j)
nT−1 )
= 1B
(
δijQ
T−1
x(i)x(j)
− (QT−1
ux(i)
)
T
(QT−1uu )
−1QT−1
ux(j)
)
. (36)
Neither VT−1X nor V
T−1
XX can be expressed by the composition of V
T−1
x(i)
or V T−1
xx(i)
. Furthermore,
VT−1XX is no longer a block-diagonal matrix.
B.3 PseudoCode for the DDP Neural Optimizer
Algorithm 3 Batch Differential Dynamic Programming for Training Feedforward Networks (DDP
Neural Optimizer)
Input: dataset D, Tikhonov regularization δV, δQ, learing rate η, training iteration K, (optional)
curvature factorization module CurvApprox(·)
Initialize the nominal control trajectory u¯(0)
for k = 0 to K do
Sample batch initial state from dataset , {x(i)0 }Bi=1 ∼ D
for t = 0 to T − 1 do
Xt+1 = Ft(Xt,u
(k)
t ) B Forward simulation
end for
Set VTX = ∇XΦ(XT ) and VTXX = ∇XXΦ(XT )
for t = T − 1 to 0 do
Compute VtH , V
t
HH , Q
t
X , Q
t
u, Q
t
uX , Q
t
XX with Eq. (28-29) B Backward pass
if CurvApprox(·) is available then
kt ← CurvApprox(Qtu; {Xt,VtH}k0)
Kt ← CurvApprox(QtuX ; {Xt,VtH}k0)
else
Compute Qtuu with Eq. (28d) and set Q
t
uu ← Qtuu + δQI
Compute kt and Kt by solving linear systems Qtuukt = −Qtu and QtuuKt = −QtuX
end if
Compute VtX , V
t
XX with Eq. (31) and set V
t
XX ← VtXX + δVI
end for
Set (X∗0 , u¯
∗)← (X0, u¯(k)) and (loss, α)← (J(u¯(k);X0), 1)
while J(u¯∗;X0) ≥ loss and α ≥ αmin do
for t = 0 to T − 1 do
u∗t ← u(k)t + η(αkt + Kt(δXt)), where δXt = X∗t −Xt. B Additional forward pass
X∗t+1 = Ft(X
∗
t ,u
∗
t )
end for
α← γα, where γ < 1 being the decay factor.
end while
u¯(k+1) ← u¯∗
end for
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C Others Derivations from the Main Text
C.1 Proof of Proposition 5
First observe the below lemma which connects the backward passes between two frameworks in the
degenerate case.
Lemma 7. Assume Qtux = 0 at all stages, then we have
V tx = H
t
x = pt = Jxt , and V
t
xx = Jxtxt , ∀t . (37)
Proof. It is obvious to see that Eq. (37) holds at t = T . Now, assume the relation holds at t+ 1 and
observe that at the time t, the backward passes take the form of
pt = H
t
x = `
t
x + f
t
x
T
pt+1 = Jxt ,
V tx = Q
t
x −Qt Tux(Qtuu)−1Qtu = `tx + f txTV t+1x ,
V txx = Q
t
xx −Qt Tux(Qtuu)−1Qtux = ∇xt{`tx + f txTV t+1x } = Jxtxt ,
which concludes the proof.
Now, Eq. (13) follows by substituting Eq. (37) to the definition of Qtu and Q
t
uu
Qtu = `
t
u + f
t
u
T
V t+1x = `
t
u + f
t
u
T
Jxt+1 = ∇utJ ,
Qtuu = `
t
uu + f
t
u
T
V t+1xx f
t
u + V
t+1
x · f tuu
= `tuu + f
t
u
T
(∇2xt+1J)f tu + Jxt+1 · f tuu
= ∇ut{`tu + f tuTJxt+1} = ∇ututJ ,
where we denote ∇2xt+1 ≡ ∇xt+1xt+1 in the last two equations for simplicity. Consequently, the
policy generates to layer-wise Newton update.
C.2 Derivation of Eq. (14)
Eq. (14) follows by a simple observation that the feedback term Ktδxt , −(Qtuu)−1Qtuxδxt stands
as the minimizer of the following objective
Ktδxt = arg min
δut∈Γ′(δxt)
‖∇utQ(xt + δxt,ut + δut)−∇utQ(xt,ut)‖ , (38)
where Γ′(δxt) denotes all affine mappings from δxt to δut and ‖·‖ can be any proper norm in the
Euclidean space. Eq. (38) can be shown by Taylor expanding Q(xt + δxt,ut + δut) up to its first
order,
∇utQ(xt + δxt,ut + δut) = ∇utQ(xt,ut) +Qtuxδxt +Qtuuδut .
When Q = J , we will arrive at Eq. (14). While this is generally not true for nontrivial Qtxu (recall
Proposition 5), we shall interpret the Bellman objectiveQ as the resulting objective when the feedback
policies are applied to all the afterward stages, indeed implied in the Bellman equation Eq. (4).
D Experiment Detail
D.1 Setup
The networks in the classification problems are composed of 5-6 fully-connected layers. For the
intermediate layers, we use ReLU activation on (F)MNIST, and Tanh on the other three data set. We
use identity mapping at the last prediction layer for all data set except WINE, where we use sigmoid
instead to help distinguish the performance among optimizers. The dimension of the hidden state is
set to 10 for WINE, and 20-32 for other larger data set. The batch size is set to 8 for DIGITS, 16 for
(F)MNIST, and 32 for WINE. Results reported in all plots and figures are averaged over multiple
random seeds (3 seeds for (F)MNIST, and 6-10 for the rest). To accelerate training, we only utilize
16
50% of the samples in MNIST and FMNIST. Regarding the machine information, we conduct our
experiments on GTX 1080 TI, RTX TITAN, and four Tesla V100 SXM2 16GB. For the baseline
optimizers, we use the implementation in https://github.com/Thrandis/EKFAC-pytorch for
KFAC and EKFAC.
D.2 Additional Experiment and Discussion
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Figure 6: Additional experiment for Fig. 4a where we compare the performance difference between
DDP-Adam vs Adam. All grids report values averaged over 10 random seeds. We use the same setup
as in Fig. 4a.
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Figure 7: Performance difference on the variation of training over 10 random seeds, using the same
setup as in Fig. 4a.
Effect on Variation Reduction during Training. Fig. 7 reports additional results on the variance
difference during optimization. We use the same setup as in Fig. 4a, i.e. we keep all hyper-parameters
the same for each experiment so that the performance difference only comes from the existence
of feedback policies. For most cases, having additional updates from DDP stabilizes the training
dynamics by reducing its variation over random initialization.
Hyper-parameter Tuning. Recall that in order to stabilize the training, we add Tikhonov regulariza-
tion to both Quu and Vxx. In practice, we find that the regularization imposed on Quu generally has
greater effect on the overall training dynamics. The performance can degrade when Quu is regulated
either insufficiently or too much. On the other hands, effect of Vxx regularization on optimization
is typically optimizer-dependent. Empirically, we find that regulating Vxx properly plays a key
role in improving the performance of DDP-RMSprop, while the two rest are less sensitive to this
hyper-parameter.
Computation Overhead. Lastly, Fig. 8 summarizes the computational overhead during DDP
backward pass on DIGITS. Specifically, we compare the wall-clock processing time of DDP-EKFAC
and DDP to the computation spent on the curvature approximate module in the DDP-EKFAC
optimizer. The value thus suggests the additional overhead required for EKFAC to adopt the DDP
framework, which includes second-order expansion on the value function, computing layer-wise
feedback policies, etc. While the vanilla batch DDP scales poorly with the dimension of the hidden
state under the current batch formulation, the overhead in DDP-EKFAC increases only by a constant
(from 1.1 to 1.6) wrt different architecture setup, such as batch size, hidden dimension, and network
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Figure 8: Overhead in the DDP backward pass compared with the computation spent on EKFAC
curvature approximation (red line). We leave out the DDP curve in the middle inner plot to better
visualize the overhead in DDP-EKFAC wrt hidden dimension.
depth. We stress that our current implementation is not fully optimized, so there is still room for
further acceleration.
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